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WORKSPACE  PARKING  provides ‘set and forget’ 
business continuity assurance for Broadcasters

WORKSPACE PARKING provides a Disaster Recovery solution for Avid workspaces

Create a backup on tier 2 storage of entire workspaces.

Backup includes all projects referencing media on the workspace and any additional media 
used and can be regularly updated with new versions of the projects and any additional media.
Media is not duplicated, no matter how many projects refer to it.

Backups can be restored by Workspace, Project or Bin along with referenced media.

RRetention policy controls how long files remain in backup after deletion from the shared storage.

All tasks are scheduled and executed in the background. 

NEW: With WORKSPACE PARKING SYNC you can keep two Avid workspaces synchronised.

Fire, flood, theft or simple human error!     

Is your Avid storage protected from disaster?                                                  
Can you restore your most critical Avid projects 
in just a matter of minutes?

Disaster Recovery for Avid Storage
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Project & media deletion
Take Projects Offsite
Use 3rd Party Storage                
Move projects off-site

Find & Remove Duplicate Media
Find & Remove Orphan Media
Free up Edit Storage 
Off-Line Workflows
                                                                    

Archive system API integration
Archive Projects 
Gather project media together
Disaster Recovery

PARKING SOLUTIONS

WORKSPACE PARKING SERVER 
is a server based version 
which enables access and 
monitoring via easy to 
navigate web pages.
 

WWORKSPACE PARKING SYNC
makes an exact copy of all 
content on one workspace 
on another keeping the 
destination workspace in 
sync with the source.

NEW FEATURES

WORKSPACE PARKING creates a backup of your 
workspaces, identifying which projects reference 
what media and adds these projects to the 
backup, along with any additional media those 
projects require. It can be set to run at specific 
times and stores the backup in a simple open 
folder structure. A retention policy controls how 
long ilong items are held in the backup after the 
original has been deleted from the workspace.  

Restore any version of a project, individual bins 
or the entire workspace.
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HOW IT WORKS

“WORKSPACE PARKING backs-up and restores our three ISIS/Interplay systems 
with 350 Media Composers connected and a total capacity of around 600 TB” 

Gert Hansen, team leader R&D Media Systems, Danish Broadcasting Corporation

Disaster Recovery for Avid Storage

WORKSPACE PARKING
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Avid ISIS or edit shared storage

Scheduled incremental 
workspace backups

PROJECT PARKING


